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Absorption length study
- Lime data with  used to measure the gas absorption length ( ) 

- projecting the flux in 2D decreases the “apparent” assorption length ( ) 

- the bias in the estimate depends on the opening angle of the beam ( ) 

- Toy MC to compute the bias vs : can be used to correct                                                                 
the bias knowing   

- It could be applied to the  measurements done with                                                                        
different sources (measurements at E< 6 keV                                                                                            
to be checked also for the high bkg contribution)
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α
α
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Simple MC Study
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3D Real Case 2D Projection (what we are doing)

I generated random clusters in a spherical cap (θ,ɸ), distributed as: A = exp(-⍴/λ) 

Aperture =

https://github.com/RitaROK/Analysis/blob/main/Absorption_length.ipynb

The Problem
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We are not using the correct distance

Using only the (x,y) projection means that 
the distance of each cluster to the source is 
underestimated and so is the 
corresponding absorption length.

Distance was calculated using the Pythagoras’ Theorem

● Source position: (x0, y0) = (-135, 178.6) mm
● Cluster position: (xc, yc) = (sc_xmean, sc_ymean)

There is no z

Entire dataset Cleaned dataset

Background

⁵⁵Fe signals ⁵⁵Fe signals

Background

Can we understand and 
(maybe) correct this?

2D image

Results
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Looking to the relative error of λ is even more enlightening: 

For a highly 
collimated source 
(small ɑ), the 
relative error is 
very small.

Rita	Roque
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Optical effects: analysis
- Use the  clusters cluster shapes (resolution vs x and y  and ) to check possible 
optical distortions of the image

55Fe σx σy
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Cluster analysis

We want to determine if the clusters spots can be seen as a bivariate 

gaussian.

2

55Fe cluster 

Contour of the density function of a 

bivariate gaussian

For a fast approach we can find the sample quantities σ
x
, σ

y
 and ⍴ to evaluate 

clusters shapes.

Cluster analysis

Tried to evaluate the directionality of the e- recoil:

With the shape of the cluster it is possible to retrieve the e- 
recoil; in fact using σ

x
 and σ

y
 of the bivariate gaussian we can 

find θ:

3

2σ
A

We can then find σ
A

 and σ
B

, that are width and height of the 

ellipse.

principal  
component  

analysis

Cluster analysis
θ distribution in different TPC zones:
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Selection:
+ len vs sc_integral custom cut
+ 1000 < sc_integral <15000

Peak on the opposite direction (𝝅/2)! 
(distortion stronger in the y direction?)

in different  
zones: 

vs X, vs Y
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6cm

σ x
σ y

6cm

σ y
σ x

46cm

σ x
σ y

y_mean cluster position

46cm

σ x
σ y

x_mean cluster position

Not constant!

It seems that  (and also  for a 
smaller extent) depends on the 
position of the cluster 

Possible cause: optical distortion of the 
image.  

Can we cure it? ==> see next slide

σy σx

Francesco	Borra
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Optical distortions: corrections
- This known effect can be cured with standard image correction packages. 

- eg OpenCV python library 

- It needs a calibration image using a grid of straight lines  

- Tested with MANGO camera setup 

- Open points: the correction depends on the inclination of the                                              
camera wrt the GEM plane: 

- it would need a “calibration” image in-situ.  

- we use the vertical lines of the GEM modules, but they are in                                                                                   
one direction only 

- need to be well illuminated
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How does it work?
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Phase 2 - Correction:

Original Corrected

How does it work?
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Phase 2 - Correction:

Original Corrected

Stefano	Piacentini
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Clustering efficiency vs xy position
-  clusters used also to study efficiency of reconstructing a cluster and efficiency of 
gathering all the illuminated pixels in a cluster 

- optimize the seed cluster (DBSCAN) radius  

- The collected light depends on the position in x,y, as expected, but the efficiency 
plateau is reached for the same radiuus (~12 pixels) 

- => common cluster seed parameters for every position in x-y can be used

55Fe

5

Checking energy characteristics of 55Fe
Lucas Coelho - Undergraduate

● Objectives:

○ Measure iron energy profile from the center to the border
■ Radius value to get ~100% of spot energy?

○ Evaluate reconstruction algorithm performance
■ How much of the iron energy is it measuring?

○ Study impact of threshold and DBSCAN parameters

A S-curve fitting is used to estimate the cluster energy evolution.

Energy and radius analysis

Figure: S-curve fitting Figure: Radius histogram for 90% cluster energy 
with maximum estimated by s-curve fitting

Radius for 90% of the iron spot energy.
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Lucas	Coelho
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Update on directionality
- Study of the angular resolution of the colliding particle in simulation with improved: 

- algorithm parameters (optimized) 

- newest cluster reconstruction code (current LIME one) 

- newest saturation, diffusion, gain fluctuations in the SIM 

- Sanity check that the these changes improve the                                                                           
Data/Sim agreement for energy response and resolution
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Linearity and EReso

From previous results 
simulation points expected 
to follow the trend of data 
at lower energies (0-20keV)

Blue and black points

Results on angular resolution and IP resolution

After the optimization of the parameters:

Much better Ang Res than previous case with 
37° @ 20 keV and 26° @ 40 keV

Npt

w

100 100 100 100 110 110 110 120 120 120 120 90

1.5 1.51.5 1.51.5 1.5 2 2 2 2.5 2.5 2

Much better IP Res than previous case with 
1 mm @ 20 keV and 1.5 mm @ 40 keV

Parameters varying in a more smooth way

Algorithm didn’t change, only light that means better 
signal to noise ratio and easier reconstruction

 for E~20 keV improved wrt last study≈ 32∘

Also Impact Point resolution improved: 
~1 mm for E=20 keV

Starting to apply this for the Solar neutrinos case

Samuele	Torelli
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Sensor noise and effect on energy
- Measured the noise for different sensors 

- Orca Fusion BT, Orca Quest, Thorit 

- Evaluate sensitivity (ADC count per keV) and energy resolution of each sensor 

- Evaluate detection performance with 5.9 keV  for different  values (to mimic 
lower energies: E = [6, 5, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.3] keV

55Fe VGEM
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Orca Quest (from 2 to 0.3 keV)

14

Expected Value:
3035 ± 85

Expected Value:
1518 ± 43

Expected Value:
759 ± 21

Expected Value:
455 ± 13

Thorit (from 2 to 0.3 keV)

16

R.I.P. 6354

Expected Value:
850 ± 43

Expected Value:
425 ± 22

Expected Value:
212 ± 11

Eg. Quest, E~1 keV 
σE /E ≈ 11 %

Eg. Thorit, E~1 keV 
σE /E ≈ 20 %

Bernardo	Deps
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Noise filtering
- We currently use a simple zero-suppression based on measured pixel noise, then a 
median filter 

- studies to improve with alternative algorithms: Gaussian filter, average filter, NN… 

- each filter has been systematically been optimized. 

- after optimization not huge differences, but it seems that the current one is best for 
efficiency, others improve the fake rejection 
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Filtering impact on CYGNO data (including CNN)
Igor Pains - Master

● Objectives

○ Study the impact of different filters applied to CYGNO images
■ Average filter
■ Gaussian filter
■ Median filter
■ U-net

○ Evaluate
■ detection performance
■ energy estimation performance

F1 score evaluation - Average Filter

19 – 12 – 18

Image Filtering
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The ideal window size seems to be around 13 whereas the threshold 2.

27/09/2022

optimization of filter parameters 
(eg average filter)

Igor	Pains
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Algorithm Total time (869)(1 core)

cygno 55h 30m

median 12h 04m

U-Net (1x GPU P4 16 Gb) 5h 32m

~ 4.5x faster
             using median

~ 10.0x faster
using U-Net(gpu)

Compare algorithms

Usage of AI here and there
- Neural networks studies in different steps: 

- Trigger (CNN) 

- Noise filtering (U-net structure) 

- Cluster discrimination  

- tested DNN, vs Random Forest,                                                                                                                              
Gradient Boost Classifier 

- from simulation overperforming single                                                                                                       
input variable discrimination
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Test of noise filtering with U-Net

Guilherme	Lopes

Bkg. Rejection vs Sig. Eff. 
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Deep Learning models are trained on the whole dataset.

Atul	Prajapati
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PMT simulation
- Objectives  

- Simulate photons propagation GEM → PMTs  

- Simulate PMT signals 
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PMT simulation
Mariana Migliorini - Master

● Objectives

○ Simulate photons propagation GEM → PMTs

○ Simulate PMT signalsPMT simulation
Mariana Migliorini - Master

● Objectives

○ Simulate photons propagation GEM → PMTs

○ Simulate PMT signals

Simulation block diagram
PMT Signal

Data from 
physics 

simulation

Signal 
Generation

Photon  
Propagation

Noise 
Generation

+

July 26, 2022

❏ Photon source on GEM plane:
❏ X,Y coordinates;
❏ Number of photons.
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19 – 12 – 18

Simulation data (using N=100k photons )Real data

Diag.
Diag.

Simulation vs. Real data

July 26, 2022

compared with data   
using scans 

in x, y and diagonal 

Mariana	Migliorini
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Update on negative ions
- Studies continuing with MANGO showing that the diffusion on NI is below what 

initially expected by the thermal limit:  

- explained using Rolandi-Blum extension of the simple formula considering the 
scattering on the lighter component of the gas (He fraction in the mixture)

σ2 =
2kBTL

eE
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Giorgio	Dho
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First look at LNGS data
- Data taken with LIME before summer analyzed, OK at a first look 

- They are uncalibrated: no data with radioactive source taken, => energy scale is 
unknown 

-  => the scale is roughly unchanged wrt LNF  

- Need to understand the extra background at lower energies in LNGS data.  

- Most probaly are fake clusters reconstructed with lower thresholds, to be confirmed

δ = Nγ /Npix ≈ 11

12E. Di Marco 22 September 2022

Raw clust! inte"al
- The part of the spectrum with I < 3000 counts could be due to the lower pixel 
threshold at LNGS. This also affects the rate normalization (LNGS/LNF ~ 10%): should be 
redone for clusters with enough energy
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E. Di Marco 22 September 2022

clust! density
- density  = photons/pixel almost the same. So LNGS and LNF could be almost 
intercalibrated.  

- => showing dE/dx (keV) using LNF  calibration

δ

55Fe
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Emanuele	Di	Marco
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Summary
- Developments on reconstruction code: 

- there is a stable version for LNGS that can be used as benchmark for developments 

- e.g. sensor noise filtering, application for the trigger etc 

- Analysis on the LNGS data: 

- clusters analysis => check the contribution of the fake clusters (D. Marin), then compare 
quantitatively LNF and LNGS 

- PMT studies: 

- simulation studies advanced. Need to boost analysis of the current data taken with LIME (need 
some effort to unpack the new data format from MIDAS DAQ) 

- Performance studies ongoing: 

- on MANGO: negative ions incouraging results on small diffusion being scrutinized 

- on LIME simulation: angular resolution for directionality improved with the new simulation  

- on LIME data: need calibration data (  and other sources) for the energy studies 

- possibly AmBe data for neutrons would be nice to be repeated with the lower LNGS bkgs 

- effort ongoing to wangle radioactive sources compliant with the maximum allowed rate at 
LNGS (G. Cavoto)

55Fe
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